LEONARD CARTER DILL, JR., CHosen EDITOR-IN-CHIEF of DAILY for 1927-28

Davis, Boggsfeld and Prout Snapped to Fill Remaining Managerial Positions of Pennsylvania

BLOOM CHOSEN BUSINESS MANAGER

Horner, Adams and Lewis Assume Positions of Political Advertising and Circulation Manager

At the annual session of the Socie" of the Americas, held last week, Mr. Thomas C. Horner, '27, was elected Advertising and Circulation Manager. Mr. Horner, who will assume the duties of the position on July 1, has been associated with the Business Manager, Mr. Bloom, for the past three years.
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NOTICES

From the Meeting of the Faculty, the President-Dean announced that a meeting of the board and all officers held at 4:30 in the Union Hall was to be held on Tuesday, April 20th, at 2:30.

Refuse Team—The rump will be supplied 100 copies of the paper. All employees must be removed at this time.

 tonight. There will be a meeting of all resident non-Caucasian candidates at the above time tomorrow at 2:30.

Student Employment
The Student Employment Department of the University of Pennsylvania will have the following positions available:

250—Girls for Saturday work will pay $1.30.

35—Inspection positions—work now, choose the summer.

344—Novelty beer samples, good preparation with good decisions.

345—Life guard for summer camp. must be certified Senior Red Cross men.

347—Summer cab drivers for Philadelpi.

365—25 per cent. See Commission 25 per cent.

315—Cub drivers, work now.

350—Summer employment for non with baking experience.

355—Shoe saleris.

360—Warren Junior for account position at summer camp. $50 for sun-

370—Summer selling $300 guaran-

375—Not for Federal Patrol and Scout Crews, for Japanese Battle work.

380—Location, Eastern Pennsylvania. Will pay $25.31 per week.

372—Pre-typical ordnance. plans, maps, calculations. For summer resort work. $80 per month and all expenses.

377—Mar, experienced in radius for classroom work.

378—Man to sell "Adventures".

379—One life guard; one man for work period; summer work.

No. 256—Man to wash dishes for meals.

No. 277—5 men to rent apartments; work 5:00 evenings; all day Saturday and Sunday.

No. 278—Four men familiar with city to work in spare time at campus conven-

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

Expert Lock Kees Mode
OPENING WINTER WHILE You Wait
Established 1881
W. W. McCauley
3647 MARKET STREET
Auto Service

What are You Doing This Summer?

We have openings for well connected young men with enthusiasm and intelligence — men who are looking into the future seriously.

The earnings are up to the individual.

Come in to see us any day between 9 A.M. and 5 P.M.

May Advertising, Inc.
N. E. Cor. 13th and Chestnut Sts.

The Hit of the Year

HOOT MON

Comparable only in the success of the Mick and Wig is the success registered by this new Getting shoe—in Hoot Mon.

A shoe with a simple character, pet friendly to the foot.

BRA GRAIN LEATHER

A special Getting improvement—perfection at good working shoe price. Manufactured on order.

$10

Comfort From the First Step

STUDENTS' STORES
3657 Woodland Ave
Opp Dorms.
MILD and mellow—richest in creamy flavor, that's Nestle's. Made by the famous blend perfected by Swiss experts, Nestle's is a delicious confection—a nourishing, sustaining food. Try a 5 and 10 cent bar, plain and also with crisp toasted almonds.

You can fairly taste the Cream

— Have a Camel!

A NICETY of blending, a friendly cordiality of flavor, an inherent goodness that thrills from the first puff to the last—that's Camel. The warmth of golden sunlight on autumn fields gleams in their smoke. Camels are an expression of all that is the finest. Camel quality and Camel excellence are recognized wherever smokers gather. The best of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended in this famous cigarette. For this reason Camels have consistent goodness. For this reason they never tire the taste, no matter how liberally you smoke them; never leave a cigarette after-taste. And because we've experienced smokers gather, wherever the conversation turns to tobacco—to the world's best—someone is sure to say: "Speaking of fine tobaccos... Have a Camel!"

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C.

"SPEAKING OF FINE TOBACCOS—HAVE A CAMEL!"
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[miscellaneous content]
A CLEA ELECTION

A little more than a month ago there appeared an announcement soliciting the signatures of students in favor of electing the president of the Christian Association. The purpose of this change was to emphasize the power which have hereof, characterized many of the campaigns. In order to accomplish this, the plan of having the five conditions chosen by the members of the governing board was initiated. These five men were recently selected and they came before the students Wednesday and Thursday of this week for the ballot which will decide the race.

The C.A. has done nothing within its power to promote understanding of political conditions into the election which will determine the membership of our student body during the coming year. The remainder of the term, with the help of the students, we will continue this week, and it comes to our desire to see that the purpose which the C.A. hopes to see is carried out.

The responsibility will fall upon everyone who wants a vote in the election, and every student is expected to do his bit to vote as he himself thinks best.

THE KING'S ENGLISH

Murder the King's English, indeed! Murder the King's English, indeed! Murder the King's English, indeed! Murder the King's English, indeed!

No, we hadn't intended merely to devote a lively issue to an otherwise dull convention, but to meet English critics it has struck us as a most cogent note as well. Murder the King's English, indeed! At its parent, language of English may be considered phrasing in poetic beauty. What it needs is more rules if any. Murder the King's English, indeed!

GOLF

The scalded "old man's game" has never received very enthusiastic support in Pennsylvania. This may be attributed to the fact that the game has not been one of the popularities, and that even at Pennsylvania where the recent important which is attached to it may be the game the widespread issue which has become manifest in the game. The present paper's aim is that we may be fairly proud. Reports have been compiled in the months past, even in that there has been an untoward passion of the game. Murder the King's English, indeed!

CLOTHES

For centuries, by the time a certain "mess" was already since the advent of Marie Antoinette; and in the trend of the people, the romantic, the elegant, the academic, and the entire company. Murder the King's English, indeed!

CHARTER HOUSE CLOTHES

We observe style for college men, who observe the style rules laid down by English society. Experience surprise and pleasure in a review of the charter house models we exhibit.

The Charter House Models, who observe the style rules laid down by English society. Experience surprise and pleasure in a review of the charter house models. We exhibit.

BOW DRESS 75c

College Men's Apparel

3713 Spruce Street

U. of P. Campus

"Merchandise That Expresses Personality"

When you purchase your next suit, make it an Edward -- and Edward will make it for you. You'll save at least a ten spot and get all the things you'd get in a much higher priced suit: fine fabrics, tasteful cut and finish, in every detail. Bows--tailoring to your individual measure.

$28.75 and $38.75

The Edward Tailoring Co.

University Store

Cedar City, Pa. 120 North State Street

Open 8:30 to 6:00

Edward Clothes Made for You

YOU'LL SAVE MORE THAN THE PRICE OF A TICKET FOR THE MUG AND WIG

When you purchase your next suit, make it an Edward -- and Edward will make it for you. You'll save at least a ten spot and get all the things you'd get in a much higher priced suit: fine fabrics, tasteful cut and fashion. Bows--tailoring to your individual measure.
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AN INVITATION

Golf Confidence

Any golfer plays his best game when he knows he looks the part. S.etson's "D" four-piece suits are just the thing for golf - business - and campus wear.

The latest sport shoes are here, too - you'll like them.

Ed. J. Kolhoff
3611 Woodland Ave.
You, too, will find that Lucky Strikes are mild and mellow—the finest cigarettes you ever smoked, made of the finest Turkish and domestic tobaccos, properly aged and blended with great skill, and there is an extra process—"It's toasted"—no harshness, not a bit of bite.

"It's toasted"
Your Throat Protection